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"Mister Wolf, I've questioned your abilities so much before this, and I've offended you a lot! Right now, let me apologize to you,"

Scott took a deep breath and bowed to Leon to express his remorse.

"The two of us as well! Mister Wolf, we were very disrespectful of you, please forgive us," Chad and Jerry both bowed to Leon as

they asked for forgiveness sincerely as well.

"Scott, it's fine! That's nothing major, you don't have to be bothered by it,’ Leon said with a smile, not having been bothered by

what happened as well.

"No, we're serious!" Scott said.

Even though the contribution points were not that useful to Leon, it was very useful to him and the others!

The staff personnel of the Dragon Corps had some very comprehensive rules internally!

Contribution points were not only used for ranking up and getting some amazing herbs, they could even be exchanged for high-

level methods and techniques!

With the power and influence of the Dragon Corps, they naturally had many incredible methods and techniques. Among them

were incredibly Absolute Methods!

The members of the Dragon Corps all needed to gain large amounts of contribution points to exchange forthose methods and

techniques if they wanted to get any that were high-level!

It was obvious how important those points were to them!

Leon did not blame them for their earlier redeness, and even distributed the points evenly with them!

His character and generosity deeply impressed them!

"Alright, the contribution points have been allocated! Scott, you should all go get some rest. I still have some things I need to talk

to Leon alone about!" Alfred said.

"Yes!"

Scott and the others acknowledged as they left the room.

Very quickly, only Alfred and Leon were left.

"Mister Glasbey, what do you need?" Leon asked curiously.

"It's like this, I have an amazing spiritual herb, the Nine Suns Flower. It can greatly bolster a martial artist's power and help them

with making breakthroughs," Alfred explained simply.

After that, he took out an intricate box from the cupboard behind him and placed it on the desk.

There was a dried herb inside that looked a bit like nightshade.

However, there was a warm energy coming from it that garnered a lot of attention!

"The Nine Suns Flower"! Leon's heart skipped a beat.

The Nine Suns Flower was similar to the Sunlit Herb. They were both incredibly strong herbs filled with light!

It was the exact opposite of the motherwort!

Motherwort could help martial artists to use dark and cold techniques to improve, while the Nine Suns Flower and the Sunlit Herb

could help martial artists who used light attribute techniques!

"Leon, you did a lot in killing Poisonwielder this time! I specifically

prepared this Nine Suns Flower for you," Alfred said with a smile.

The Nine Suns Flower was an absolute treasure. It was incredibly rare!

There was only one in the whole warehouse of the southern region's Dragon Corps!

If Leon did not kill Poisonwielder and contributed so much, he would never have been willing to hand it to Leon!
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